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From the first newspaper publication in to the twenty-first century's, newspapers have . In June , a poll conducted by the
Pew Research Center revealed a 9% decline in digital Even open journalism projects like Wikipedia have contributed to
the reordering of the media landscape, as readers are no longer.

Some say they think their local paper is biased and unreliable, and others complain that there is just nothing
that interests them in the newspaper. The potential for online news delivered via net-by-text cloud-based
services, which is opening the door for people to access the Internet via mobile phone, is enormous. Several
factors have made things somewhat easier than in the United States, however. And no one has figured a way
out. Literacy rates among adults in Asia on average jumped from  Executives in India say reading a newspaper
is considered something to aspire to instead of a throwback to a bygone era. Another is that many European
newspapers are family owned and cushioned by private money during tough times. There, some willingness
among newspapers to rise to the Internet challenge was tied to a need to meet the giant British Broadcasting
Corporation as it went on to develop the most popular content website outside of social networking in the
United Kingdom. This is greater than the number who count on newspapers to stay informed about the world.
During the same time periods in Africa, the literate adult population grew from  Where younger and older
Americans turn for business news is particularly revealing of the mix of sources that younger generations
utilize. The emphasis on convenience, navigation and ease of use is particularly evident among younger web
news consumers. To complicate matters, several U. In addition, newspapers are seen as inconvenient by many
either relative to the ease of watching TV, surfing the web, or listening to the radio, or in terms of the hassles
of subscribing and having newspapers piling up around the house. For example, advertisers spent more in
newspapers than in television, magazines, radio, cinema, outdoor media or the Internet in Sweden  But in
much of the developing world, print newspapers are thriving, in some cases dramatically. The paper boasted a
circulation of 3. But there are challenges. In the past, larger newspapers often devoted a portion of their
editorial budget to such efforts, but with ad dollars drying up, many papers are looking closer at the
productivity of individual reporters, and judging speculative investments in investigative reports as
non-essential. Those figures are borne out by circulation data. Some European nations have also blunted some
of the advertising problems through government subsidy, though many believe that is only delaying the
problem rather than solving it. Ireland, for instance, has devoted hundreds of thousands of Euros per year to
subsidize Gaelic-language press. And the increases in literacy and education are often accompanied by rising
economic status. In sharp contrast with the U. The British press already had a populist tabloid press of the sort
only now developing in France, and the cost structure of British papers is not as onerous. These figures
provide one more illustration of how much variance exists among European newspaper publishing markets
and how perilous generalizations can quickly become. Some general-interest newspapers, even high-profile
papers like The New York Times, were forced to experiment with their initial paid Internet subscription
models. With social media sites overtaking TV as a source for news for young people, news organisations
have become increasingly reliant on social media platforms for generating traffic. Beyond long-term effects,
questions also have emerged about the legality of some government subsidy programs for newspapers. France
has thrown a life raft to its newspaper industry lately, following up on advice that it work with its printers
union to cut costs, and has discussed tax breaks for media innovations. Cell phone subscriptions grew  Local
and regional newspaper companies in China are consolidating into publicly traded national or inter-regional
cross-media companies. In , France announced that it would enter a second phase of this program. Among
those happy with the development of their regular paper, most refer to broader and more in-depth coverage
than in the past. The most important, and most obvious, is that in many of these nations or markets, rising
literacy rates dovetail with growing disposable income to create millions of potential new readers. But surging
production and newsprint costs in Japan make these problems far worse. Print newspapers are suffering
declining readership and revenue in most of the developed world, such as in Europe and Australia, though in
general the problems are not as severe as in the United States, particularly when it comes to revenue. In
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response to falling ad revenues and plunging circulation, many newspapers have cut staff as well as editorial
content, and in a vicious cycle , those cuts often spur more and deeper circulation declinesâ€”triggering more
loss of ad revenues. To some extent, this stabilization reflects the growing availability of newspapers online.
By contrast, U.


